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OLDIER IN ACTION turned in

an impressive display at

Kempton on November 22

when defying top weight to land a

competitive handicap over two miles.

Alan Spence’s Soldier of Fortune

gelding, pictured above, built on the

promise of a previous run in Listed

company at Kempton. Reportedly

being targeted at the All Weather

Marathon Championships, and running

over the shorter trip of a mile and a

half on November 6, Soldier In Action

stayed on well in the closing stages to

finish fourth behind stablemate Titi

Makfi.

The return to handicap company on

November 22 saw Soldier In Action

stepping up in trip to two miles and

conceding lumps of weight to his eight

rivals. Carrying 10st 1lb, Soldier In

Action was ridden by Jim Crowley.

The market leader was Royal Reserve,

a course winner over a mile and a half

in September, who himself had never

raced beyond that distance on the Flat.

Jim Crowley sent Soldier In Action

into the lead from the start, and he was

allowed to set a fairly moderate pace.

Wound up to improve from three

furlongs out, Soldier In Action was

challenged by Lord George in the

straight. Having enjoyed a relatively

easy lead throughout, the four-year-old

had sufficient reserves of energy to see

off this challenge, and staying on well

to the post he won cosily by half a

length from Lord George, with the

favourite Royal Reserve finishing two

and a quarter lengths back in third. 

Jim Crowley was suitably impressed

by the run. 

“Soldier In Action is a nice horse,”

Jim told the Klarion after the race. 

“I rode him over a mile and a half

last time, but he stays well, so the extra

trip was not a problem. He was so

tough in front – a typical Johnston

horse.”

This was Soldier In Action’s third

Flat win of the year, and he had also

won over hurdles at Doncaster when

trained by Nicky Henderson at the start

of the year.

The AW Marathon Championship

Final will take place at Lingfield Park

on Good Friday, March 30. It’s clearly

far too early to have a view on whether

Soldier In Action will run there, let

alone win, but his two recent Kempton

runs confirm that he is in good order

and a repeat of those performances

would surely see him being

competitive in this division.

Incidentally, anyone looking to find

out more about the structure of the all-

weather season and championships

should take time out to look at an

excellent information pack which has

been prepared by ARC and which can

be accessed at

www.awchampionships.co.uk. 

It makes for good reading and has

some fascinating statistics about the

past four championships.

Soldier leads the way
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